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Abstrat
This paper proposes an axiomati for Cyli Foam Topologial Field Theories. That is
Topologial Field Theories, orresponding to String Theories, where partiles are arbitrary
graphs. World surfaes in this ase are two-manifolds with one-dimensional singularities. I
prove that Cyli Foam Topologial Field Theories one-to-one orrespond to graph-Cardy-
Frobenius algebras, that are families (A,B⋆, φ), where A = {A
s|s ∈ S} are families of
ommutative assoiative Frobenius algebras, B⋆ =
⊕
σ∈ΣBσ is an graduated by graphes,
assoiative algebras of Frobenius type and φ = {φsσ : A
s → End(Bσ)|s ∈ S, σ ∈ Σ}
is a family of speial representations. There are onstruted examples of Cyli Foam
Topologial Field Theories and its graph-Cardy-Frobenius algebras
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1. Introdution
Two-dimensional Topologial Field Theories were introdued by Segal [23℄, Atiyah [5℄
and Witten [25℄. An example of them is a topologial approah of the String Theory.
The String Theory is a modern variant of uniform Field Theory. It treads partiles as
one-dimensional objets. A path of a partile is represented by a world surfae, that is,
1
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a two-dimensional spae. The Topologial String Theory assumes that a probability of
a world surfae depends only on the state of the partile at the moments of birth/death
and on the topologial type of the world surfae. The standard properties of the measure
on world lines extend to properties of Topologial String Theory [10℄.
The Topologial Field Theory is a diret axiomatization of the Topologial String The-
ory. The Topologial Field Theory is a funtion on the set of two-dimensional spaes
(world surfae in String Theory) endowed with marked points (points of birth/death in
String Theory) and also with vetors in the marked points (vetors of states in String
Theory). The funtion depends from the vetors linearly. The properties of Topologial
String Theory an be reformulated as properties of the funtion by a surgery of surfaes.
The simplest model treads partiles as losed ontours. Thus its world surfae is a
losed surfae, that is, two-dimensional topologial manifold without boundary. The
orresponding Topologial Field Theory was onstruted in [5℄, [8℄ for orientable surfaes
and in [1℄ for arbitrary (orientable and non-orientable) surfaes.
In this ase, the values of a Topologial Field Theory on spheres with one, two and
three marked points determine the values of the Topologial Field Theory on all oriented
surfaes. As well, the values of a Topologial Field Theory on spheres with one, two and
three marked points are struture onstants for some assoiative, ommutative Frobenius
algebra A with a unit. Moreover, this onstrution gives a one-to-one orrespondene
between Topologial Field Theories on losed orientable surfaes and assoiative, om-
mutative Frobenius algebras with unit [8℄. To extend a Topologial Field Theory to
non-orientable surfaes one has to add new strutures to A, namely, an involution of A
and an element U ∈ A whih denes the value of the Topologial Field Theory on a
projetive sphere with a marked point [1℄.
A String Theory where partiles are losed ontours and segments is alled an Open-
Closed Theory. In this ase world surfaes are two-dimensional topologial manifolds
without boundary or with a boundary onsisting of losed ontours. For orientable sur-
faes of this type Topologial Field Theory was onstruted in [17℄, [18℄, where it is
determined a pair of assoiative Frobenius algebras with unit, onneted by a speial
homomorphism φ. The rst algebra is A, orresponding to losed surfaes. The seond
algebra B, whih in general is non-ommutative, orresponds to disks with marked points
at the boundary. The one-to-one orrespondent between Open-Closed Topologial Field
Theories and the families (A,B, φ) was proved in [1℄ and later, independently, in [16℄,
[19℄.
For orientable and non-orientable surfaes with boundary a Topologial Field Theory
was onstruted in [1℄. We all it the Klein Topologial Field Theory. Klein Topologial
Field Theories are in one-to-one orrespondene with the Cardy-Frobenius algebras whih
are the tuples (A,B, φ) with equipments [1℄.
In the present paper I onstrut Cyli Foam Topologial Field Theories that orre-
spond to String Theories where partiles are arbitrary graphs (for physial motivation
see [6℄, and also [20℄ and referenes there in). In this ase the world surfae is a CW-
omplex glued from nitely many surfaes ("pathes") with boundaries by gluing some
segments of the boundaries. The boundaries of surfaes form the singular part of the
omplex is alled "seamed graph". Complexes of this type are alled "world-sheet foam"
or "seamed surfaes". They appear also in A-models [22℄, Landau-Ginsburg models [15℄
and 3-dimensional topology [13℄ [14℄.
In this paper I onsider a speial lass of seamed surfaes whih I all yli foam. They
satisfy the following onditions: (1) glued boundary ontours of pathes have ompatible
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orientation; (2) dierent boundary ontours a path inluded to dierent onneted om-
ponents of the seamed graph. I assume also that any path has a "olor" from a set S
and the losures of two pathes have no intersetions if they have the same olor.
We start with the denition of Cyli Foam Topologial Field Theories on yli foams
where all pathes are disks (Setion 2). We prove that suh Topologial Field Theories are
in one-to-one orrespondene with graph-Frobenius algebras whih we dene in Setion
3. A graph-Frobenius algebra is an assoiative algebra that satisfy all the properties of
a Frobenius algebra exept for the nite dimensionality property. Instead, it is presented
as a sum of nite dimensional vetor spaes B⋆ =
⊕
σ∈ΣBσ where Σ is the set of oriented
olored graphs. The algebra B from Cardy-Frobenius algebras is the subalgebra of B⋆
that orresponds to the segment.
In Setion 4 we dene Topologial Field Theories for arbitrary yli foams. Later
(Setion 5) we prove that Cyli Foam Topologial Field Theories are in one-to-one or-
respondene with families (A,B⋆, φ), where A = {A
s|s ∈ S} is a family of ommutative
assoiative Frobenius algebras with units and φ = {φsσ : A
s → End(Bσ)|s ∈ S, σ ∈ Σ} is
a speial family of representations in Bσ.
Some lassial topologial objets satisfy the axioms of Topologial Field Theory. The
algebrai desription of Topologial Field Theories makes it possible to redue some topo-
logial problems to algebrai one. Suh appliations of Topologial Field Theory appear
in the Theory of Links [24℄, [21℄ and in the Theory of Hurwitz Numbers.
The lassial Hurwitz numbers are weighted numbers of meromorphi funtions with
presribed topologial types of ritial values [12℄. These numbers depend on topologial
types of surfaes and ritial values only. The lassial Hurwitz numbers and Hurwitz
numbers of regular overings generate Topologial Field Theories on losed surfaes [9℄,
[7℄. Hurwitz numbers for surfaes with boundary are dened in [1℄ for overings by surfaes
with boundary, in [2℄, [3℄ for overings by seamed surfaes, and in [4℄ for regular overings
by seamed surfaes. In these papers we proved that eah type of these Hurwitz numbers
forms a Klein Topologial Field Theory and we desribed their Cardy-Frobenius algebras.
In Setion 6 of preset paper it is onstruted examples of Cyli Foam Topologial Field
Theories and orresponding graph-Cardy-Frobenius algebras. These examples extend to
yli foams the Klein Topologial Field Theories of regular Hurwitz numbers from [4℄.
I thank A.Alekseevskii, S.Lando, and L.Rozansky for useful disussions.
2. Film Topologial Field Theories
2.1. Film surfaes. In this paper a graph is a ompat simpliial omplex that onsist of
simplexes of dimension 1 (edges) and dimension 0 (verties). An edge is either a segment
or a loop depending on the topologial type of its losure. A graph is said to be regular
if all its edges are segments.
A ompat CW-omplex that onsists of oriented ells of dimension 2 (disks), ells of
dimension 1 (edges) and ells of dimension 0 (verties) is said to be regular if its edges
form a regular graph. Thus regular CW-omplex Ω is dened by a set (Ωˇ,∆, ϕ), where
Ωˇ = Ωˇ(Ω) is a set of losed oriented disks , ∆ = ∆(Ω) is a regular graph and ϕ : ∂Ωˇ→ ∆
is a gluing map, that is, a homeomorphism on any onneted omponent of ∂Ω and
ϕ(∂Ωˇ) = ∆.
A system of yli orders on vertexes of onneted omponents of a regular CW-omplex
Ω is alled a yli order on Ω, if the yli orders on vertexes are ompatible with the
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orientations of the disks Ωˇ(Ω). A regular CW-omplex with a yli order is alled almost
yli omplex.
A onneted regular graph γ ⊂ Ω on a onneted almost yli omplex Ω is alled a
graph-ut if:
• the restrition of γ to any disk ω ∈ Ωˇ either is empty, or forms one of edge of γ;
• γ divides Ω into two onneted omponents that splits verties of Ω into two
nonempty groups, ompatible with the yli order on Ω.
A almost yli omplex Ω is alled yli omplex if for any ompatible with the yli
order division of vertexes Ω there exists a graph-ut that realize it. A small neighborhood
of a vertex q of a CW-omplex is a one over a regular vertex graph σq, with orientation of
edges generated by the orientation of the disks outside the neighborhood. It is obviously
that vertex graphs of yli omplexes are onneted.
Fix a set S of olors. A graph (respetively CW-omplex) is alled olored if a olor
s(l) ∈ S is assigned to eah of its edges (respetively disks) l and all the olors are pairwise
dierent for any onneted omponent. A olored yli omplex is alled a lm surfae.
Vertex the graph σq of a verties q of a lm surfae is a olored graph, where olors of
edges generated by olors of the disks. Denote by Ωb the set of verties of a lm surfae
Ω.
2.2. Topologial Field Theory. Below we assume that all vetor spaes are dened
over a eld K ⊃ Q. Let {Xm|m ∈ M} be a nite set of n = |M | vetor spaes Xm over
the eld of omplex numbers C. The ation of the symmetri group Sn on {1, . . . , n}
indues its ation on the sum of the vetor spaes
(
⊕σXσ(1) ⊗ · · · ⊗Xσ(n)
)
where σ runs
over the bijetions {1, . . . , n} → M , an element s ∈ Sn takes Xσ(1) ⊗ · · · ⊗ Xσ(n) to
Xσ(s(1)) ⊗ · · ·⊗Xσ(s(n)). Denote by ⊗m∈MXm the subspae of all invariants of this ation.
The vetor spae ⊗m∈MXm is anonially isomorphi to the tensor produt of all Xm in
any xed order; the isomorphism is the projetion of ⊗m∈MXm to the summand that is
equal to the tensor produt of Xm in that order.
Two regular oriented olored graphs said to be isomorphi if there exists a homeomor-
phism that maps one to the other preserving the olors and the orientations. Denote by
Σ = Σ(S) the set of all isomorphism lasses of onneted oriented olored graphs. The
inversions of the orientations generate the involution ∗ : Σ→ Σ. Denote it by σ 7→ σ∗.
Consider a family of nite-dimensional vetor spaes {Bσ|σ ∈ Σ} and a family of tensors
{K⊗σ ∈ Bσ ⊗Bσ∗ |σ ∈ Σ}. Using these data, we dene now a funtor V from the ategory
of lm surfaes to the ategory of vetor spaes. This funtor assigns the vetor spae
VΩ = (⊗q∈ΩbBq) to any lm surfae Ω. Here Bq is the opy of Bσq that is a vetor spae
with a xed isomorphism Bq → Bσq .
We are going to desribe all morphisms of the monoidal ategory S of lm surfaes and
morphisms of the ategory of vetor spaes that orrespond to it.
(1) Isomorphism. Let φ : Ω→ Ω′ be a homeomorphism of lm surfaes, preserving the
yli orders, orientations of disks and its olors. Dene V(φ) = φ∗ : VΩ → VΩ′ as linear
operator generated by the bijetions φ|Ωb : Ωb → Ω
′
b.
(2) Cut. Let Ω be a onneted lm surfae and γ ⊂ Ω be a graph-ut. The graph γ
is represented by two graphs γ+ and γ− on the losure Ω \ γ of Ω \ γ . Contrat these
graphs to points q+ = q+[γ] and q− = q−[γ], respetively. The ontration produes a lm
surfae Ω′ = Ω[γ]. Its verties Ω′ = Ω[γ] are the verties of Ω and the points q+, q−. The
yli order, orientation and the oloring of Ω indues an orientation and a oloring of
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Ω′. Thus we an assume that Ω′ is a lm surfae and VΩ′ = VΩ⊗Bq+ ⊗Bq−. The funtor
takes the morphism V(η)(x) = η∗(x) = x ⊗K
⊗
σ , where σ = σq+ = σ
∗
q−
, to the morphism
η : Ω→ Ω′.
(3) The tensor produt in S dened by the disjoint union of surfaes Ω′⊗Ω′′ → Ω′
∐
Ω′′
indues the tensor produt of vetor spaes θ∗ : VΩ′ ⊗ VΩ′′ → VΩ′⊔Ω′′ .
The funtorial properties of V an be easily veried.
Fix a tuple of vetor spaes and vetors {Bσ, K
⊗
σ ∈ Bσ ⊗ Bσ∗ |σ ∈ Σ}, dening the
funtor V. A family of linear forms F = {ΦΩ : VΩ → K} dened for all lm surfaes
Ω ∈ S is alled a Film Topologial Field Theory if it satises the following axioms:
1◦ Topologial invariane.
ΦΩ′(φ∗(x)) = ΦΩ(x)
for any isomorphism φ : Ω→ Ω′ of lm surfaes.
2◦ Non-degeneray.
Let Ω be a lm surfae with only two verties q1, q2. Then σq2 = σ
∗
if σq1 = σ. Denote
by (., .)σ the bilinear form (., .)σ : Bσ ×Bσ∗ → K, where (x
′, x′′)σ = ΦΩ(x
′
q1
⊗ x′′q2). Axiom
2◦ asserts that the forms (., .)σ are non-degenerated for all σ ∈ Σ.
3◦ Cut invariane.
ΦΩ′(η∗(x)) = ΦΩ(x)
for any ut morphism η : Ω→ Ω′ of lm surfaes.
4◦ Multipliativity.
ΦΩ(θ∗(x
′ ⊗ x′)) = ΦΩ′(x
′)ΦΩ′′(x
′′)
for Ω = Ω′
∐
Ω′′, x′ ∈ VΩ′ , x
′′ ∈ VΩ′′ .
Note that a Topologial Field Theory denes the tensors {K⊗σ ∈ Bσ ⊗ Bσ∗ |σ ∈ Σ},
sine it is not diult to prove:
Lemma 2.1. Let {ΦΩ} be a Film Topologial Field Theory. Then
(K⊗σ , x1 ⊗ x2)σ = (x1, x2)σ, for all x1 ∈ Bσ, x2 ∈ Bσ∗ .
3. Graph-Frobenius algebras
3.1. Denitions. We say that a onneted lm surfae Ω is a ompatible surfae for
olored graphes σ1, σ2, ..., σn if these graphes are vertex graphs of Ω and the numera-
tion the graphs σi generates the yli order of vertexes of lm surfae Ω. Denote by
Ω(σ1, σ2, ..., σn) the set of all isomorphism lasses of ompatible surfaes for σ1, σ2, ..., σn.
Then Ω(σ1, σ2, ..., σn) is either empty or onsists of a single element.
Let Ω(σ1, σ2, σ3, σ4) 6= ∅. Then there exist unique lasses of graph-uts
σ(1,2|3,4), σ(4,1|2,3) ∈ Σ suh that Ω(σ1, σ2, σ(1,2|3,4)) 6= ∅, Ω(σ(3,4|1,2), σ3, σ4) 6= ∅,
Ω(σ4, σ1, σ(4,1|2,3)) 6= ∅, Ω(σ(4,1|2,3), σ2, σ3) 6= ∅ and σ(3,4|1,2) = σ
∗
(1,2|3,4), σ(2,3|4,1) = σ
∗
(4,1|2,3).
Consider a tuple of nite dimensional vetor spaes {Bσ|σ ∈ Σ}. Its diret sum
B⋆ =
⊕
σ∈ΣBσ is alled a olored graph-graded vetor spae.
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A olored graph-graded vetor spae with a bilinear form (., .) : B⋆ × B⋆ → K and a
tree-linear form (., ., .) : B⋆ × B⋆ × B⋆ → K is alled a graph-Frobenius algebra if
• (Bσ1 , Bσ2) = 0 for σ1 6= σ
∗
2 ;
• the form (., .) is not-degenerate;
• (Bσ1 , Bσ2 , Bσ3) = 0 for Ω(σ1, σ2, σ3) = ∅
•
∑
i,j(x1, x2, b
(1,2|3,4)
i )F
ij
(1,2|3,4)(b
(3,4|1,2)
j , x3, x4) =
∑
i,j(x4, x1, b
(4,1|2,3)
i )F
ij
(4,1|2,3)(b
(2,3|4,1)
j , x2, x3).
Here xk ∈ Bσk , {b
(s,t|k,r)
i } is a basis of B(s,t|k,r) and F
ij
(s,t|k,r) is the inverse matrix for
(b
(s,t|k,r)
i , b
(k,r|s,t)
j ).
We will onsider B∗ as an algebra with the multiplia-
tion (x1x2, x3) = (x1, x2, x3), for xk ∈ Bσk . The axiom∑
i,j(x1, x2, b
(1,2|3,4)
i )F
ij
(1,2|3,4)(b
(3,4|1,2)
j , x3, x4) =
∑
i,j(x4, x1, b
(4,1|2,3)
i )F
ij
(4,1|2,3)(b
(2,3|4,1)
j , x2, x3)
is equivalent to assoiativity for the algebra B∗. Moreover it is a Frobenius algebra in
the sense of [11℄ if its dimension is nite.
3.2. One-to one orrespondene.
Theorem 3.1. Let F = {ΦΩ : VΩ → K} be a Film Topologial Field Theory on a tuple
of nite-dimensional vetor spaes {Bσ|σ ∈ Σ}. Then the poli-linear forms
• (x′, x′′) = ΦΩ(σ1,σ2)(x
′
q1
⊗ x′′q2), ãäå x
′ ∈ Bσ1, x
′′ ∈ Bσ2
• (x′, x′′, x′′′) = ΦΩ(σ1,σ2,σ3)(x
′
q1
⊗ x′′q2 ⊗ x
′′′
q3
), ãäå x′ ∈ Bσ1, x
′′ ∈ Bσ2, x
′′′ ∈ Bσ3 .
generate a struture of graph-Frobenius algebra on B⋆ =
⊕
σ∈ΣBσ.
Proof. Only the last axiom is not obvious. Let us onsider a lm
surfae Ω ∈ Ω(σ1, σ2, σ3, σ4), and a graph-ut between the pairs of ver-
texes σ1, σ2 and σ3, σ4. Then the ut-invariant axiom and lemma 2.1 give∑
i,j(x1, x2, b
(1,2|3,4)
i )F
ij
(1,2|3,4)(b
(3,4|1,2)
j , x3, x4) = ΦΩ(x1, x2, x3, x4). Similarly,∑
i,j(x4, x1, b
(4,1|2,3)
i )F
ij
(4,1|2,3)(b
(2,3|4,1)
j , x2, x3) = ΦΩ(x1, x2, x3, x4)

Theorem 3.2. Let B⋆ =
⊕
σ∈ΣBσ be a graph-Frobenius algebra with poli-linear forms
(., .) and (., ., .). Then it generates a Film Topologial Field Theory on {Bσ|σ ∈ Σ} by
means of following onstrution. Fix a basis {bσi } of any vetor spae Bσ, σ ∈ Σ. Consider
the matrix F ijσ that is the inverse matrix for F
σ
ij = (b
σ
i , b
σ∗
j ). Dene the linear funtionals
on onneted lm surfaes by
• ΦΩ(σ1,σ2...,σn)(x
1
q1
⊗ x2q2 ⊗ ...⊗ x
n
qn
) =
∑
ς1,ς2,...,ςn−3∈Σ
(x1, x2, bς1i1)F
ς1
i1j1
(b
ς∗1
j1
, x3q3 , b
ς2
i2
)
F ς2i2j2(b
ς∗2
j2
, x4q4 , b
ς3
i3
)......F
ςn−4
in−4jn−4
(b
ς∗n−4
jn−4
, xn−2qn−2, b
ςn−3
in−3
)F
ςn−3
in−3jn−3
(b
ς∗n−3
jn−3
, xn−1qn−1 , x
n
qn
),
where xiqi ∈ Bσi .
Dene the linear funtionals on non-onneted lm surfaes by multipliativity axiom.
Proof. The topologial invariane follows from the invariane under yli renumbering
the verties of Ω. The invariane under the renumbering qi 7→ qj j ≡ i+ 1(mod2) follows
from the last axiom for the tree-linear form. The ut invariane follows diretly from the
denition of Φ if we renumber the verties marking the ut divide the verties q1, q2, ...qk
and qk+1, qk+2, ...qn.

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These two theorems determine the one-to-one orrespondene between Film Topologial
Field Theories and isomorphi lasses of graph-Frobenius algebras.
4. Cyli Foam Topologial Field Theories
4.1. Cyli foams. Cyli foams Ω is dened by a 4-tuple (Ωˇ,
−→
∂Ω,∆, ϕ), where
• Ωˇ = Ωˇ(Ω) is a a ompat 2-manifold with a boundary ∂Ωˇ that onsists of pairwise
non-interseting irles; moreover, some of these irles are oriented;
•
−→
∂Ω ⊂ ∂Ωˇ is the subset of all oriented irles. The rest irles are alled free irles;
• ∆ = ∆(Ω) is a regular graph
• ϕ :
−→
∂Ω → ∆ is a gluing map, that is, a homeomorphism on any irle and
ϕ(
−→
∂Ω) = ∆.
Here:
• the yli foam Ω has a yli order; this means that the verties of any onneted
omponent of ∆ have yli order that is agreed with the orientation of ϕ(
−→
∂Ω);
• the yli foam Ω is olored; this means that a olor s(ω) ∈ S orresponds to eah
onneted omponent of ω ∈ Ωˇ and the olors s(ω) are pairwise dierent for any
onneted omponent of Ω;
• for any onneted omponent ω ∈ Ωˇ dierent onneted omponents of ∂ω ∩
−→
∂Ω
are mapped by ϕ to dierent onneted omponents of ∆;
• onsider a tuple disks Ω˜ with ∂Ω˜ =
−→
∂Ω and olors and orientation generated by
olors and orientation of
−→
∂Ω, then the luing map ϕ generate a lm surfae Ω˙;
• a nite set of marked points is xed on Ω:
(a) marked points from Ωˇ \ ∂Ωˇ are said to be interior and form a set Ωa; a
point a ∈ Ωa is equipped with a loal orientation and the olor s(a) = s(ω) for
a ∈ ω ∈ Ωˇ;
(b) remaining marked points form a set Ωb of verties of Ω; they are all the
verties of ∆ and the marked points on the free irles; a vertex graph σq for the
vertex q ∈ ∆ is dened as vertex graph for q ∈ Ω˙; we assume that eah free irle
ontains a vertex; the graph of this vertex q is a segment with an orientation (loal
orientation of the marked point) and the olor s(q) = s(ω) for q ∈ ω ∈ Ωˇ.
Thus the family of yli foams ontains the family of lm surfaes dened in setion 2
and marked ompat 2-manifolds with boundary onsidered in [1℄.
We assume 3 types of uts:
• a ontour-ut, that is a simple losed ontour γ ∈ (Ωˇ \ ∂Ωˇ);
• a segment-ut, a onnets without self intersetions segment γ ∈ Ωˇ with ends on
free ontours and without other intersetion with ∂Ωˇ, that divide the set of marked
points if it divide Ω;
• a regular graph γ ∈ Ω that generate a graph-ut on ˆˇΩ.
Denote by Is ∈ Σ the isomorphism lass of oriented segments of olor s. Then I
∗
s = Is.
Consider families of nite dimensional vetor spaes {As|s ∈ S} and {Bσ|σ ∈ Σ}. Fix
families of tensors {K⊗s ∈ As ⊗ As|s ∈ S} and {K
⊗
σ ∈ Bσ ⊗ Bσ∗ |σ ∈ Σ}. Fix families
of elements {1As, Us ∈ As|s ∈ S} and {1BIs ∈ BIs|s ∈ S}. Fix families of involutions
{∗s : As → As|s ∈ S} and {∗Is : BIs → BIs|s ∈ S}.
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Dene a funtor V from the ategory of yli foams to the ategory of vetor spaes.
This funtor extends the funtor on lm surfaes form setion 2, and the funtor on
marked ompat 2-manifolds with boundary onsidered in [1℄.
The funtor V assoiates the vetor spae VΩ = (⊗p∈ΩaAsp)⊗ (⊗q∈ΩbBq) to any yli
foam Ω. Here Ap is a opy of As(p), and Bq is a opy of Bσq . We are going to desribe
all morphisms of a monoidal ategory of yli foams and morphisms of the ategory of
yli foams that orrespond to it.
(1) Isomorphism. Let φ : Ω → Ω′ be a homeomorphism of yli foams preserving
olors, orientations and other strutures. Dene V(φ) = φ∗ : VΩ → VΩ′ as a linear
operator generated by the bijetions φ|Ωa : Ωb → Ω
′
a and φ|Ωb : Ωb → Ω
′
b.
(2) Cut. Let Ω be a onneted lm surfae and γ ⊂ Ω be a ut.
a) Let γ ⊂ ω ∈ Ωˇ be a non-oorientable ontour-ut. It is presented by a simple
oorientable ontour γ′ on the losure Ω \ γ of Ω \ γ. Contrating γ′ to a point p′ with
arbitrary loal orientation gives the yli foam Ω′, where VΩ′ = VΩ⊗As(ω). We assoiate
the morphism V(η)(x) = η∗(x) = x⊗ Us(ω) to the morphism η : Ω→ Ω
′
(b) Let γ ⊂ ω ∈ Ωˇ be a oorientable ontour-ut. It is presented by simple ontours
γ+ and γ− on the losure Ω \ γ of Ω \ γ. Contrating γ+ and γ− gives points p+ = and
p−. We assume that their loal orientation are not generated by an orientations of γ.
Thus we have a yli foam Ω′ and VΩ′ = VΩ ⊗ As(ω) ⊗ As(ω). We assume the morphism
V(η)(x) = η∗(x) = x⊗K
⊗
s(ω) to the morphism η : Ω→ Ω
′
.
() If γ ⊂ ω ∈ Ωˇ be a segment-ut, then we dene the result of the utting by γ and
the value of the funtor on it by analogy with ase b) hanging Ks by KIs.
(d) If γ ⊂ ω ∈ Ωˇ be a graph-ut, then we dene the result of the utting by γ and the
value of the funtor on it by analogy with setion 2.
(3) Addition of marked point.
(a)Let us add a not marked point p ∈ Ωˇ \ ∂Ωˇ with a loal orientation to the set Ωa.
This operation generates a morphism ξ : Ω→ Ω′, where VΩ′ = VΩ⊗As(ω) and p ∈ ω ∈ Ωˇ.
Assoiate the morphism V(ξ)(x) = ξ∗(x) = x⊗ 1s(ω) to it.
(b) Similarly, let us add a not marked point q ∈
−→
∂Ω \ ∂Ωˇ with a loal orientation to
the set Ωb. This operation generates a morphism ξ : Ω→ Ω
′
, where VΩ′ = VΩ⊗BIs(ω)and
p ∈ ω ∈ Ωˇ. Assoiate the morphism V(ξ)(x) = ξ∗(x) = x⊗ 1BIs(ω) to it.
(4) Change of loal orientations of marked points.
Let ψ : Ω→ Ω′ be a morphism of hange of a loal orientation of a marked point p ∈ Ωa
or q ∈ Ωb. It generates an involution ∗s(p) : Ap → Ap or ∗Is(q) : Bq → Bq and thus the
homomorphism V(φ) = ψ∗ : VΩ → VΩ′.
(5) The tensor produt in S dened by the disjoint union of surfaes Ω′⊗Ω′′ → Ω′
∐
Ω′′
indues the tensor produt of vetor spaes θ∗ : VΩ′ ⊗ VΩ′′ → VΩ′⊔Ω′′ .
The funtorial properties of V an be easily veried.
4.2. Topologial Field Theory. Fix families of vetor spaes {As|s ∈ S} and
{Bσ|σ ∈ Σ} and families of tensors, elements and involutions dening the funtor V.
A family of linear forms F = {ΦΩ : VΩ → K}, dened for all yli foams Ω ∈ S, is
alled a Cyli Foam Topologial Field Theory if it satises the following axioms:
1◦ Topologial invariane.
ΦΩ′(φ∗(x)) = ΦΩ(x)
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for any isomorphism φ : Ω→ Ω′ of yli foams.
2◦ Non-degeneray.
Let Ω (respetively Ω∗) be a sphere with exatly two marked loally oriented points,
where their orientations are indued by an orientation of the sphere (respetively,
there does not exist an orientation that indues the orientations of the points). De-
ne the bilinear forms (., .)s, (., .)
∗
s : As × As → K by (x
′, x′′)s = ΦΩ(x
′
p1
⊗ x′′p2) and
(x′, x′′)∗s = Φ
∗
Ω(x
′
p1
⊗ x′′p2).
Dene also the bilinear forms (., .)Is, (., .)
∗
Is
: BIs×BIs → K. Their denitions are similar
to the denition of (., .)s, (., .)
∗
s after the hange of the sphere by the disk and interior
marked points by verties. Axiom 2◦ says, that the forms (., .)s, (., .)
∗
s, (., .)Is, (., .)
∗
Is
and
the forms (., .)σ subsetion 2.2 are non-degenerate.
Let Ω be a lm surfae with only two verties q1, q2. Then σq2 = σ
∗
if σq1 = σ. Denote
by (., .)σ the bilinear form (., .)σ : Bσ ×Bσ∗ → K, where (x
′, x′′)σ = ΦΩ(x
′
q1
⊗ x′′q2). Axiom
2◦ asserts that the forms (., .)σ are non-degenerated for all σ ∈ Σ.
3◦ Cut invariane.
ΦΩ′(η∗(x)) = ΦΩ(x)
for any ut morphism η : Ω→ Ω′ of lm surfaes.
4◦ Invariane under addition of a marked point.
ΦΩ′(ξ∗(x)) = ΦΩ(x)
for any morphism of addition of a marked point ξ : Ω→ Ω′ of lm surfaes.
5◦ Invariane under a hange of loal orientations.
ΦΩ′(ψ∗(x)) = ΦΩ(x)
for any morphism of hange of the loal orientation of a marked point ψ : Ω→ Ω′.
6◦ Multipliativity.
ΦΩ(θ
∗(x′ ⊗ x′)) = ΦΩ′(x
′)ΦΩ′′(x
′′)
for Ω = Ω′ ∪Ω′′, x′ ∈ VΩ′ , x
′′ ∈ VΩ′′ and the morphism of tensor produt θ : Ω
′×Ω′′ → Ω.
Note that a Topologial Field Theory denes the families of tensors, elements and
involutions, dening the funtor V. This follows from lemma 2.1 and [[3℄ lemma 3.1.℄
5. Graph-Cardy-Frobenius algebras
5.1. Denitions. A 3-tuple (D, lD, ∗D) is alled an equipped Frobenius algebra(see [4℄) if
D is an assoiative Frobenius algebra with unit 1D, lD : D → K is a linear funtional
suh that the bilinear form(x1, x2)D = lD(x1x2) is non-degenerate and ∗D : D → D is an
involution suh that lD(x
∗) = lD(x) and (x1x2)
∗ = x∗2x
∗
1 (here and below x
∗ = ∗(x)).
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Consider a basis {di|i = 1, ..., n} ⊂ D, the matrix F
D
ij = (di, dj)D and the matrix F
ij
D
inverse to FDij . The elements KD = F
ij
D didj and K
∗
D = F
ij
D did
∗
j are alled the Casimir and
the twisted Casimir elements, respetively. They don't depend on the hoie of the basis.
We say that a pair of equipped Frobenius algebras ((A, lA, ∗A), (B, lB, ∗B)), a homo-
morphism φ : A→ B and an element U ∈ A form a Cardy-Frobenius algebra if
• A is ommutative and the image φ(A) belongs to the entre of B;
• φ(x∗) = (φ(x))∗;
• (φ∗(x), φ∗(y))A = trWx,y, where x, y ∈ B, (a, φ
∗(b)) = (φ(a), b)B, W ∈ End(B)
and W (z) = xzy;
• U2 = K∗A and φ(U) = KB.
It is proved in [1℄ that Cardy-Frobenius algebras are in one-to-one orrespondene with
Klein Topologial Field Theories that are Topologial Field Theories on 2-dimensional
manifolds with boundary. The paper [1℄ also ontains a omplete lassiation of semi-
simple Cardy-Frobenius algebras.
Dene now a graph-Cardy-Frobenius algebra as a family that onsists of:
• a family of Cardy-Frobenius algebras {(As, lsA, ∗
s
A), (B
s, lsB, ∗
s
B), φ
s, Us|s ∈ S}
• a graph-Frobenius algebra B⋆ with a bilinear form (., .)B : B⋆ × B⋆ → K, and a
three-linear form (., ., .)B : B⋆ × B⋆ ×B⋆ → K
• a family of homomorphisms {φsσ : A
s → End(Bσ)|s ∈ S, σ ∈ Σ}, where φ
s
σ = 0 if s
is not the olor of an edge of σ.
Here:
• Bs oinides with BIs ⊂ B⋆ and φ
s
Is(a)(b) = φ
s(a)b for a ∈ As, b ∈ Bs;
• (φsσ1(a)(x1), x2)B = (x1, φ
s
σ2
(a)(x2))B, where a ∈ A
s
, xi ∈ Bσi;
• (φsσ1(a)(x1), x2, x3)B = (x1, φ
s
σ2
(a)(x2), x3)B = (x1, x2, φ
s
σ3
(a)(x3))B, where a ∈ A
s
,
xi ∈ Bσi .
5.2. One-to-one orrespondene. Let F = {ΦΩ : VΩ → K} be a Cyli Foam Topo-
logial Field Theory. Then its restrition to 2-dimensional manifolds with boundary
forms a Klein Topologial Field Theory FK and, therefore, a family of Cardy-Frobenius
algebras {((As, lsA, ∗As), (B
s, lsB, ∗Bs), φ
s, Us)|s ∈ S}F . The restrition to lm surfaes
forms Film Topologial Field Theory FN and, therefore, a graph-Frobenius algebra
(B⋆, (., .)B, (., ., .)B)F .
Let us dene the homomorphisms {φsσ : A
s → End(Bσ)|s ∈ S, σ ∈ Σ}F . Let Ω be a
yli foam with two verties q1, q2 and one interior marked point p. Put σ = σq1. The
funtional ΦΩ generates the homomorphism φ
s
σ of As to the spae E of linear funtionals
on Bσ ⊗ Bσ∗ . The bilinear form (., .)σ generates the isomorphism between Bσ∗ and the
spae of linear funtionals on Bσ. Thus we an identify E with Hom(Bσ, Bσ).
Theorem 5.1. Let F = {ΦΩ : VΩ → K} be a yli Foam Topologial Field
Theory on families of vetor spaes {As|s ∈ S}, {Bσ|σ ∈ Σ}. Then the Cardy-
Frobenius algebras {((As, lsA, ∗As), (B
s, lsB, ∗Bs), φ
s, Us)|s ∈ S}F , the graph-Frobenius al-
gebra (B⋆, (., .)B, (., ., .)B)F and the homomorphisms {φ
s
σ : A
s → End(Bσ)|s ∈ S, σ ∈ Σ}F
form a graph-Cardy-Frobenius algebra.
Proof. The properties Bs = BIs , and φ
s
Is(a)(b) = φ
s(a)b follow from the orresponding
axiom. Let us prove that (φsσ1(a)(x1), x2)B = (x1, φ
s
σ2
(a)(x2))B. Consider a yli foam Ω
that is the lm surfae Ω(σ1, σ2) with an interior marked point p of olor s. Then the ut
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axiom gives (φsσ1(a)(x1), x2)B = ΦΩ(a⊗x1⊗x2) and (x1, φ
s
σ2
(a)(x2))B = ΦΩ(a⊗x1⊗x2). A
prove of the identities (φsσ1(a)(x1), x2, x3)B = (x1, φ
s
σ2
(a)(x2), x3)B = (x1, x2, φ
s
σ3
(a)(x3))B
is similar.

Theorem 5.2. The orrespondene from theorem 5.1 generates a one-to-one orrespon-
dene between Cyli Foam Topologial Field Theories and isomorphism lasses of graph-
Cardy-Frobenius algebras.
Proof. Let ({((As, lsA, ∗As), (B
s, lsB, ∗Bs), φ
s, Us)|s ∈ S}, (B⋆, (., .)B, (., ., .)B),
{φsσ : A
s → End(Bσ)|s ∈ S, σ ∈ Σ}) be a graph-Cardy-Frobenius algebra. Let us on-
strut a Cyli Foam Topologial Field Theory F = {ΦΩ : VΩ → K} that generates it.
Aording to the ut axiom and the axiom φsIs(a)(b) = φ
s(a)b, the Theory F is dened
by its restritions to:
• 2-dimensional manifolds with boundary and arbitrary number of marked points;
• lm surfaes without interior marked points;
• lm surfaes with two verties and one interior marked point.
Aording to [1℄, Topologial Field Theories on 2-dimensional manifolds with boundary
and arbitrary number of marked points are in one-to-one orrespondene with isomor-
phism lasses of Cardy-Frobenius algebras ({((As, lsA, ∗As), (B
s, lsB, ∗Bs), φ
s, Us)|s ∈ S}.
Aording to 3.2, Topologial Field Theories on lm surfaes without interior marked
points are in one-to-one orrespondene with isomorphism lasses of graph-Frobenius
algebras (B⋆, (., .)B, (., ., .)B). Dene the value of F on surfaes Ω with two ver-
ties and one interior marked point by ΦΩ(a ⊗ x1 ⊗ x2) = (φ
s
σ(a)(x1), x2)B.
The properties φsIs(a)(b) = φ
s(a)b, (φsσ1(x1), x2)B = (x1, φ
s
σ2
(x2))B and
(φsσ1(a)(x1), x2, x3)B = (x1, φ
s
σ2
(a)(x2), x3)B = (x1, x2, φ
s
σ3
(a)(x3))B guarantee that
the values of F satisfy the axiom of Cyli Foam Topologial Field Theory.

Remark 5.1. The ategory of yli foams ontain the subategory of oriented foams
Ω = (Ωˇ,
−→
∂Ω,∆, ϕ), where the orientation of
−→
∂Ω generate orientations of edges of ∆. Our
onstrutions make possible to dene the Topologial Field Theories for oriented foams
and to prove that these Topologial Field Theories one-to-one orrespond to the analog of
graph-Cardy-Frobenius algebras where arbitrary olored graphes hange to bipartite olored
graphs.
6. Examples of Cyli Foam Topologial Field Theories
In this setion we onstrut an example of Cyli Foam Topologial Field Theory.
Its restrition to 2-dimensional manifolds with boundary is the Klein Topologial Field
Theory of regular overing, onstruted in [4℄.
Assoiate a group Gs of a set Xs and an ation of Gs on Xs to any olor. Consider the
vetor spae As whih is the enter of the group algebra of Gs. Assoiate XS˜ = ×s∈SXs
to any nite subset S˜ ⊂ S. The ations of Gs on Xs generate the ation of G =
⊕
s∈S Gs
on XS˜.
Let L = L(σ˜) be the set of edges of a olored graph σ˜. Let s(l) be the olor of l ∈ L.
Denote by σ˜X the set of all maps ψ : L→ Xs(L)×Xs(L), where ψ(l) ∈ Xs(l)×Xs(l). Dene
the ation of G on σ˜X by g(ψ(l)) = g(x′)× g(x′′) for ψ(l) = x′ × x′′. Let σ˜XG be the set
of orbits of this ation.
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A pair (σ˜, ψG), where σ˜ is a olored graph and ψG ∈ σ˜
XG
, is alled an equipped olored
graph, or a olored graph with equipment ψG. An isomorphism ϕ : σ˜1 → σ˜2 of olored
graphs is alled an isomorphism of the equipped olored graphs (σ˜i, ψ
i
G) if it takes ψ
2
G to
ψ1G. Denote by |Aut(σ, ψG)| the order of the group {g ∈ G|gψ = ψ}, where ψ ∈ ψG ∈ σ˜
XG
and σ˜ ∈ σ ∈ Σ.
Consider the set Eσ˜ of equipments of a olored graph σ˜. Isomorphisms of olored
graphs generate the anonial bijetions between the orresponding sets Eσ˜. Thus we an
assoiate the set Eσ to any σ ∈ Σ. Let Bσ be a vetor spae generated by Eσ. Denote by
∗ : Bσ → Bσ∗ the involution generated by hanging orientation of σ and hanging of the
omponents of Xs ×Xs .
Construt a Cyli Foam Topologial Field Theory with families of vetor spaes
{As|s ∈ S}, {Bσ|σ ∈ Σ}, by its restrition to
• 2-dimensional manifolds with boundary and arbitrary number of marked points;
• lm surfaes without interior marked points;
• lm surfaes with two verties and one interior marked point.
We start with its desription of F on lm surfaes. Consider an additional struture
on lm surfaes. Let V = V (Ω) be the set of edges of a lm surfae Ω. Denote by S(v)
the set of the olors of the disks that are inident to v ∈ V . Consider the set ΩX of maps
ψ : V →
⋃
v∈V XS(v), where ψ(v) ∈ XS(v). Denote by Ω
X
the set of orbits for the ation
of G on ΩX .
A pair (Ω, ψG), where Ω is a olored graph and ψG ∈ Ω
XG
, is alled an equipped lm
surfae or lm surfae with equipment ψG. An isomorphism ϕ : Ω1 → Ω2 of lm surfaes
is alled an equivalene of the equipment lm surfaes (Ωi, ψ
i
G) if it takes ψ
2
G to ψ
1
G.
Denote by |Aut(Ω, ψG)| the order of the group {g ∈ G|gψ = ψ}, where ψ ∈ ψG ∈ Ω
XG
.
An equipment ψ of the lm surfae Ω generates an equipment ψσ for the graph σ of any
vertex of Ω. We assume that ψσ(l) = (x
1
s(l), x
2
s(l)), where l ∈ L(σ) is an oriented edge from
v1 ∈ V (Ω) to v2 ∈ V (Ω) and ψ(vi) = ×s∈S(vi)x
i
s.
We say that a onneted equipped lm surfae (Ω, ψG) is a ompatible surfae for
equipped olored graphes ς1, ς2, ..., ςn if these graphes are the vertex graphs of Ω and the
numeration the graphs σi generates the yli order of vertexes of lm surfae Ω. Denote
by Ψ(ς1, ς2, ..., ςn) the set of all isomorphism lasses of ompatible surfaes for ς1, ς2, ..., ςn.
Dene a set of linear funtionals FN = {ΦΩ : VΩ → K} on onneted equipped lm
surfaes by ΦΩ(ς1 ⊗ ς2 ⊗ ...⊗ ςn) =
∑
Ψ∈Ψ(ς1,ς2,...,ςn)
1
|Aut(Ψ)|
.
Lemma 6.1. The set FN = {ΦΩ : VΩ → K} generates a Film Topologial Field Theory.
Proof It follows from our denition that (ς1, ς
∗
2 )σ =
δς1,ς
∗
2
|Aut(ς1)|
for ς1, ς2 ∈ Eσ, and thus
Kσ =
∑
ς∈Eσ
|Aut(ς)|ς ⊗ ς∗. Let us prove the ut invariane.
Consider an equipment lm surfae Ψ ∈ Ψ(ς1, ς2, ..., ςn) = (Ω(σ1, σ2, ..., σn), ψG).
Let η be the ut morphism by graph-ut γ ⊂ Ω(σ1, σ2, ..., σn). It assoiates
the pair of lm surfaes Ω(σ1, σ2, ..., σk, σ
′), Ω(σ′′, σk+1, σ2, ..., σn) to the lm sur-
fae Ω(σ1, σ2, ..., σn). Any equipment of Ω(σ1, σ2, ..., σn) generates equipments of
Ω(σ1, σ2, ..., σk, σ
′), Ω(σ′′, σk+1, σ2, ..., σn). Thus we reeive equipment lm surfaes Ψ
′
è Ψ′′ and an equipment of σ′.
Fix an equipped olored graph ς ′ = (σ′, ψ′G) and onsider the set of equipped
lm surfaes Ψς′(ς1, ς2, ..., ςn) ⊂ Ψ(ς1, ς2, ..., ςn) that generate the equipment ψ
′
G on σ
′
.
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Then
∑
Ψ∈Ψς′(ς1,ς2,...,ςn)
1
|Aut(Ψ)|
= |Aut(ς)|
|Aut(Ψ′)||Aut(Ψ′′)|
. Summations over all equipments ψ′G
of σ′ gives ΦΩ(ς1 ⊗ ς2 ⊗ ... ⊗ ςn) =
∑
Ψ∈Ψσ(ς1,ς2,...,ςn)
1
|Aut(Ψ)|
=
∑
ς∈Eσ
|Aut(ς)|
|Aut(Ψ+)||Aut(Ψ−)|
=
ΦΩ′η∗(ς1 ⊗ ς2 ⊗ ...⊗ ςn).

It follows from the previous setion that FN is generated and is dened by the graph-
Frobenius algebra B∗. This algebra has the basis E =
⋃
σ∈ΣEσ and is dened by polilinear
forms
• (ς1, ς2)B =
∑
Ψ∈Ψ(ς1,ς2)
1
|Aut(Ψ)|
=
δς1,ς
∗
2
|Aut(ς1)|
for ς1, ς2 ∈ E;
• (ς1, ς2, ς3)B =
∑
Ψ∈Ψ(ς1,ς2,ς3)
1
|Aut(Ψ)|
for ς1, ς2, ς3 ∈ E.
Dene now the ation of the group algebra As on Bσ. It is idential if there are no
edges of olor s between the edges of σ. Let s(l) = s, ψ ∈ ψG ∈ σ
XG
, ψ(l) = (x′, x′′) and
a = Σg∈Gλgg. Then we assume that φ
s
σ(a)(ψ) = (Σg∈Gλggx
′, x′′) on l and φsσ(a)(ψ) = ψ
on the other edges of σ. The funtion φsσ(a)(ψ) depends only on its orbit ψG, and thus
generate the linear operator φsσ(a) : Bσ → Bσ.
Dene now the system of linear operators FC = {ΦΩ : VΩ → K} on yli foams with
two verties by ΦΩ(a
1 ⊗ ...⊗ ar ⊗ x1 ⊗ x2) = (φ
s(a1)
σ (a1)...φ
s(ar)
σ (ar)(x1), x2)B.
Dene a system of linear operators Fs = {ΦΩ : VΩ → K} on 2-dimensional manifolds
with boundary of olor s. We set it to be the Klein Topologial Field Theory of Gs-regular
overing with trivial stationary subgroup from [4℄.
Theorem 6.1. There exists a unique Cyli Foam Topologial Field Theory F with the
restritions FN , FC è Fs.
Proof It follows from lemma 6.1 and [4℄ that the families FN and Fs satisfy the axioms
of Cyli Foam Topologial Field Theory. By our denitions, the value of FC on Ω is
equal to the produt of the values Fs on the disks that form Ω. Thus FC also satises the
axioms of Cyli Foam Topologial Field Theory. Moreover, the families FN , FC , and Fs
oinide on ommon areas of denition.
To dene F on an arbitrary yli foam one an use the ut axiom and ut the surfae
into 2-dimensional manifolds with boundary, lm surfaes without interior marked points
and surfaes with two verties. The result does not depend on the ut system beause
any two suh systems are dierent only on 2-dimensional manifolds with boundary, lm
surfaes without interior marked points or surfaes with two verties.

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